The 2005 Solar Decathlon, an 18-team international collegiate competition of solar-powered homes, was held on the National Mall, Washington, D.C., in October 2005. For the teams, accomplishing the energy-consuming tasks required by the 10-contest competition and public event was quite challenging during the particular week of the competition owing to unseasonably cloudy and rainy weather. While no team had designed for as little solar radiation as was available during those five competition days, successful teams employed a combination of technical acumen and savvy strategy to accumulate the most points in the contests scored by objective measurements. (Some contests were scored subjectively by judges.) Following are a description of the competition, a description of the solar power systems used by entries in the Solar Decathlon, a summary of how the teams operated the PV systems in their homes, and an assessment of how the homes actually performed in the measured contests during the 2005 competition. The potential for operation of non-Solar Decathlon households with PV systems employing battery backup during periods of grid outage and limited solar resource is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 2005, 18 teams from colleges and universities from the United States (including Puerto Rico), Canada, and Spain, assembled on the National Mall in Washington, D.C., for the second Solar Decathlon. (The first Solar Decathlon was held in fall 2002.) The Solar Decathlon is a collegiate competition that demonstrates energy efficiency and solar energy technologies that meet today's residential energy demands. The public is also invited to tour the teams' homes and to learn more about energy efficiency and solar energy. The United States Department of Energy (DOE), its National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), the American Institute of Architects (AIA), BP, Sprint/Nextel, and the DIY Network, sponsored the competition. ________________ * This work has been authored by an employee or employees of the Midwest Research Institute under Contract No. DE-AC36-99GO10337 with the U.S. Department of Energy. The United States Government retains and the publisher, by accepting the article for publication, acknowledges that the United States Government retains a non-exclusive, paid-up, irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce the published form of this work, or allow others to do so, for United States Government purposes.
Teams were required to design and build small, energy-efficient, completely solar-powered houses and to compete side-by-side in 10 contests. The energy source for each house was limited to the solar energy incident on the house during the competition. The 2005 event took place from October 6-16, 2005. The National Mall in Washington, D.C., was selected again for this event, because it is a national stage. However, it necessitates the transport of each solar home from each team's campus to and from Washington, D.C., at considerable expense. Regulations that are designed to protect the National Mall limit building size and height, mandate handicapped accessibility, prohibit excavation, and limit the entire event (arrival, assembly, competition, disassembly, and departure) to 21 days. The rules for the competition and the 10 contests themselves were revised and improved from the 2002 inaugural event [1, 2] . The 10 contests were: Architecture, Dwelling (livability and buildability), Documentation (included an energy modeling component), Communications (Web sites and house tours), Comfort Zone (heating and cooling), Appliances, Hot Water, Lighting, Energy Balance, and Getting Around (electric vehicle). Each contest was worth a maximum of 100 points, except Architecture, which was worth 200 points. Of the total 1100 points available, 620 were awarded "subjectively" as a result of judging by experts in appropriate fields, and 480 were awarded "objectively" either by successful task completion or by measured performance. Underpinning all elements of the competition were the requirements that:
·
Only solar energy could be used to power the homes and the activities that took place within them. · That dwelling livability, aesthetics of the structure, and integration of dwelling with energy systems were key elements. · That the projects would advance the state of the art.
The competition houses were required to provide hot water for domestic needs and all the electricity for an electric car, lighting, heating and cooling, and household appliances-in short, residential life with all the modern conveniences. The Energy Balance contest required that the teams use only the amount of energy their systems could produce during the competition week.
The teams were all required to open their homes to the public during tour hours, to help educate the public about their projects and the technologies they employed. Some 120,000 people visited the 2005 Solar Decathlon event. That the weather was inclement during much of the competition week-it was rainy and cloudy eight of the eleven days of the event-did nothing to dampen the enthusiasm of the visiting public. Many visitors toured the homes, often waiting in long lines to do so. Tours provided an opportunity to hear each team's explanation of its home's features and functions, and to view each team's completed interior, including a kitchen, living room, bedroom, and bathroom. Homes were a minimum of 450 ft 2 (41.8 m 2 ) of conditioned space within a maximum building footprint of 800 ft 2 (74.3 m 2 ). As in the 2002 Solar Decathlon, homes employed not only sophisticated energy systems, they were also beautifully finished and furnished inside and out, with thoughtful integration of design aesthetics, functionality, and consumer appeal. Media coverage resulted in upwards of 600 million "impressions." Impressions equal the number of viewers (TV and cable), listeners (radio), and visitors to Web sites on which media stories appear.
The Solar Decathlon culminates on the National Mall, but prior to its culmination, it is a two-year investment of time, money, physical labor, and creativity from each team and its student and faculty members. Teams were composed of architects, engineers, designers, communicators, fundraisers, and builders. Each of the 18 participating teams can be justifiably proud of their accomplishments, irrespective of their place in the overall rankings.
Whereas the 18-team collegiate competition was a huge public outreach event with media exposure that reached millions, it was also a technical challenge to the teams to innovate in solar-powered home design. Several of the 10 contests required the teams to perform the energy-intensive tasks of a typical household, including driving a car. Accomplishing these tasks was made more challenging during the particular week of the competition by the unseasonably cloudy and rainy weather. Although most teams began the competition week with sizeable PV systems and nearly-or completely-full battery banks, it is evident that no team had planned for as little solar radiation as was available during the five days that the objective contests took place. Successful teams employed a combination of technical acumen and savvy strategy to accumulate the most points in the objective contests.
It has been argued that the Solar Decathlon competition regulations result in a contrived home design due to area and height constraints, and that because the homes are not grid-tied (there is insufficient utility service on the National Mall), the competition is unrealistic. However, the scenario of a neighborhood of modestlysized homes (irrespective of utility connection) being expected to survive without grid power for more than a week in the United States is now readily conceivable given the reality of the devastating aftermath of the 2005 hurricane season that ravaged the U.S. Gulf States. The strategies and outcomes of the event become therefore, more compelling and of greater merit for study and evaluation as we recognize the potential for an expanding role for solar powered homes in our society.
PV SYSTEMS
Each of the 18 teams deployed PV arrays with on-site storage systems for the competition. The only limitation on PV system size imposed by the competition regulations was the maximum footprint limitation of 800 ft 2 (74.3 m 2 ) on all solar and shading components. In the 2005 event (as in the 2002 event), most teams used crystalline silicon PV modules to provide electricity from the sun to their houses. Installed peak capacity ranged from 3 kW to nearly 11 kW. Just one team used thin-film PV for its primary PV array (Missouri -Rolla), integrating its solar hot water system with the PV to absorb the sun's heat and collect waste heat from the PV modules for heating hot water.
Eight teams used BP modules, with arrays ranging in size from 3.2 kW to 8.9 kW (DC rating). Sanyo modules, in arrays ranging from 3.8 kW to 10.8 kW, were used by four teams. Two teams, including the winning University of Colorado team, used SunPower modules (6.8 kW and 7.2 kW), and the remaining teams deployed one array each from GE Energy (6.2 kW), Schott Solar (4.8 kW), Isofoton (8.1 kW), and Unisolar (3.8 kW). Small (<200 W) supplementary PV power systems were used by Florida International University (MSK PhotovolGlass, a lighttransmitting glazing BIPV window product) and by Colorado (SBM custom PV modules). Figure 1 illustrates the PV array sizes utilized by the 18 competing teams, and where each team finished in the overall standings. PV array sizes, as determined by DC ratings of the arrays at standard test conditions (STC), ranged from just under 3 kW to slightly over 10 kW. A large PV array alone was not a success factor in the 2005 competition. The top four finishing teams had PV arrays that ranged from a low of 4 kW to a high of just over 7 kW.
Teams were encouraged to use building-integrated PV systems, but not explicitly scored on the degree to which they implemented BIPV, except as evaluated by the aesthetic assessment of the Architecture jury. Because BIPV development is a major goal of the DOE solar program, in the upcoming 2007 Solar Decathlon, the teams will be more explicitly scored on their ability to innovate in BIPV applications and the execution of costeffective BIPV techniques for their entries.
All of the teams' household electrical systems were, by their own choice, AC systems. This decision provided each team access to a greater selection of energy-efficient household appliances than are available to run on DC. Because the contest activities required of the teams are energy intensive, end-use efficiency played a major role in enabling teams to complete the required tasks. All but one team used battery storage. (New York Institute of Technology used a hydrogen fuel cell system.) Most battery systems were 48V, although the Spanish team had a 60V system, and Washington State had a 24V system. The teams used inverters for household AC electrical supply. Six teams used Xantrex inverters, six used Outback inverters, and five used SunnyBoy/SunnyIsland inverter systems. Primary electrical energy storage for all but one of the Solar Decathlon teams was a battery system. Half of the teams used AGM, or absorbed glass mat batteries, six others used flooded lead acid batteries, and one team used a gel battery bank. Storage capacity for the battery systems ranged from 37.2 kWh to 118.8 kWh. Storage capacity of the top 10 finishing teams is shown in Fig. 2 , along with the PV system rated capacity.
SOLAR RESOURCE
The early autumn in Washington, D.C., is typically a season of clear skies (and moderate temperatures), making it an ideal time for a solar competition on the National Mall. As Fig. 3 illustrates, this was the case during the inaugural 2002 Solar Decathlon, but not the case during the 2005 event, which had less than 30% of the available solar energy radiation compared with the earlier event. This resource deficit, though daunting for the competitors, also served to illustrate that gridindependent solar-powered homes can continue to perform household functions throughout multi-day periods of overcast skies. The teams that employed approach A gambled that they would collect zero points in Energy Balance, if the weather remained poor. The battery-voltage data in Fig. 4 show that the eventual top three finishers, Colorado, Cornell, and Cal Poly, chose to commit to approach A, the "energy deficit" approach on Wednesday of the competition week. Virginia Tech, the eventual fourth place finisher, chose approach B, the "energy balance" approach, and gambled unsuccessfully that the weather would improve.
Most importantly for Colorado, they focused on the Getting Around contest, "fueling" their electric car with kWh and driving more miles each day than any other team. This required a blend of generating capacity (PV array size), system efficiency (high ratio of objective points collected per kWh consumed), and operational efficiency of the whole house. (Because it draws its "fuel" from the house's energy system, the electric car can be considered another typical house load.) Therefore, a legitimate and proven strategy for driving more miles than any other team and, in the process, collecting more points in the Getting Around contest, is to maximize driving mileage by figuring out and exploiting the charge and discharge characteristics of the car. By carefully scheduling charging and discharging cycles and driving the car at an optimal speed, the 2005 Colorado team managed to dominate their competitors in Getting Around, and, ultimately, in the overall competition.
It is important to note that Colorado did not win with the Getting Around contest alone. And they had neither the largest PV array nor battery bank. One of the best ways a team can overcome any limitations of PV array size is to reduce the house's electrical loads. Teams use high R-value building envelopes, ultra-efficient equipment, highly integrated systems, and other approaches to reduce loads. Colorado also epitomized this successful design strategy.
The Solar Decathlon is intended to demonstrate to the public that a completely solar-powered house can provide its occupants with a zero annual utility bill (i.e., zero net "energy balance") and an abundant lifestyle with all the modern amenities. With a short stretch of unusually bad weather during the 2005 competition, the Solar Decathlon houses certainly demonstrated that a small, well-designed, solar-powered house could meet occupant needs, regardless of the function of the utility grid. The teams that sacrificed energy balance did "keep the lights on" for a reasonable period of time. It would be impossible to do so indefinitely, without a sufficient solar resource.
DISCUSSION
The scenario presented by the Solar Decathlon-a neighborhood of modestly sized homes surviving without grid power for more than a week in the United Stateswas more compelling during the 2005 competition, given the aftermath of the 2005 hurricane season. It allowed for consideration of an expanding role for solar-powered homes in our society.
The majority of those who suffered from Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath were left without power for an extended period. Homes and business with some ability to generate and store electricity may have faired the disaster far better. Many victims, of course, were also left homeless-a far more serious outcome. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) made trailers available as temporary housing. FEMA trailers are loaned, not owned, do not have the capacity to generate electricity, and are, perhaps, not the structure of choice when faced with yet another hurricane season. Solar Decathlon houses demonstrate a viable, intelligent scenario for rebuilding a damaged community. The houses are small and manufactured. They can be brought in on wheels-the geometry of many of the competition houses matches that of singlewide trailers, but they look and feel a lot better. The houses are easily assembled in a fraction of the space of a city lot, affording homeowners the possibility of living on their own property while renovating or demolishing an existing house. And if an existing house is demolished, a modular Solar Decathlon house can be easily added on to after additional space becomes available. The houses bring their own energy supply, thereby allowing the displaced to return to their property to live and begin reconstruction before all utilities have been restored.
